Benteler Glass Processing develops and supplies innovative concepts for automotive glass
processing.
Our focus on material quality, investment in new technologies, and creativity in system
planning and machine development directly benefits our clients by raising their productivity,
optimizing their processes, and reducing their costs.

Benteler CBG Line (Cutting-, Breakout-, and Grinding-Line)
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Benteler delivers individualized processing options for side-lites, back-lites and windshields.
By combining these with our modular drilling and washing machines, it’s possible to create
complete lines for customized and/or turn-key solutions.
Our automotive glass lines are flexible and economical for high OEM quantity as well as for
low aftermarket series.

Benteler Multispindle Drilling Machine
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With our single- and multi-spindle drilling machines equipped with belt or shuttle transfer, we
offer optimum solutions for your processes.
Our drilling machines are capable of executing multiple drilling applications. CNC-controlled
x- and y-axis guarantee high repeat accuracy and minimal change-over time to achieve high
efficiency and flexibility. Modular configuration allows for upgrades with additional drilling
spindles or a drill suction system.
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Benteler Washing Machines: Flat, Slightly Curved, and
Curved Glass Washing Machines
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Our flat-glass, slightly curved side-lite, and curved windshield washing machines are durable
and made of high-quality materials. Benteler’s curved and flat glass washing machines are
low maintenance and dependable. Excellent washing quality, consistency, and simplicity of
upgrades due to our modular design are just a few of our machines’ defining characteristics.
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Benteler handlings lines: assembly, trimming, inspection and
packing lines.

Benteler inspection line
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Complete integrated and automatic inspection lines and packing on glass racks.
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Benteler assembly line
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Fully automatic assembly lines for windshields and side lites. Upfront with a curved glass
washing machine.
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Benteler trimming line
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Belt grinding trimming lines to remove the PVB foil at the glass edge.
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